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Introduction

User interface

In many areas speech is a considerable choice for user interfaces to devices and services. In a vehicle, speech control has
specific value: It is a true additional channel to the many already existing buttons and displays. Speech control does not
need the hands, they can stay at the steering wheel, and with
an acoustic feed back, the eyes are not forced to a display
and remain on the road. There are high demands on speech
control in vehicles: The noise level is comparably high, the
underlying electrical devices have to fulfill high physical requirements, and the cost pressure is very tough when targeting the mass market. This paper will give an overview over
how the combination of microphone position and direction,
and electronic and algorithmic filters copes with the acoustical conditions. The paper will also show that mature digital signal processors fulfill the physical requirements at low
cost, however at another price: Sophisticated software engineering is needed to prepare complex speech recognition and
filter algorithms in a way that - despite limitations of memory
space, computing power and precision - the required quality
of speech control is ensured.

The quality of the user interface is essential for the acceptance
and the comfortable use of recognition systems. The structure
of the dialogue as well as the feedback by sound prompts must
be designed to lead the user in a natural way of communication. For instance the choice of voice commands in prompts
and recognition should be matched to avoid mix-ups and disorientation of the user. The choice of non-similar words also
can help to increase the recognition rate. In modern systems
the combination of display and voice prompts assists the user
in controlling the system.

Hardware requirements
A limitation for the user interface in respect to the sound
prompts and the display is given by the hardware costs. If the
recognizer is integrated in the design of the car, it can make
use of existing displays. This is not possible for after-market
kits. Due to cost limitations they rarely come with their own
display. Another limitation is the length and quality of the
sound prompts. Long sound prompts need lots of memory or,
if compressed in a reasonable quality, computation power for
playback. If the system is produced for more than one language, the memory cost again increases. In modern recognizers the data for vocabulary and sound prompts often demands
more memory than the recognizer engine.

Applications
Applications for cars are navigation, car-audio- and
telephone-control. These applications differ in complexity of
the dialog and the number of used words in the vocabulary. In
table 1 the number of words and the type of the acoustic model
is listed for different usages. Since in a recognizer for navigation many more words are active at the same time compared to
a speech recognizer for telephone control, not only the memory usage but also the necessary computation power is much
bigger. Currently most automotive speech applications are for
Application
Navigation
Car-audio
Telephone

words
 1000
 100
 30

Solutions for better noise robustness
The main challenge for speech recognition in automotive environments is the high noise level and the resulting comparably bad SNR. There are several solutions to deal with this
problem which will be discussed in the following. In general, they can be categorized into signal-processing, training
of acoustic models, and hardware solutions.

vocabulary models
phonemes
phonemes & whole word
whole word

Signal processing
Signal processing is done at recognition time and therefore
time-critical. Consequently, signal processing algorithms
have to be checked carefully whether they can deal with limitations on computational power and memory access times.
Some methods are listed in the following:

Table 1: Different applications for speech recognizer

telephone control as add-on to hands-free car kits available
for the mass market. With decreasing hardware costs more
sophisticated applications will target this market. This will
lead to new challenges for user-interface design and recognition accuracy.
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Spectral Subtraction [1] can handle stationary noise at a
marginal amount of calculation power. Due its favorable
cost-value ratio it is a frequently used algorithm.
Beamforming [2], blind source separation [3] and adaptation to automatically detected driving conditions [4]
improve the SNR but need more than one microphone,
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which is currently out of scope for most mass-production
cars.




currently 16 kHz so that the requirements on frequency
response changed.


Speaker Adaptation and Noise Adaptation [5] is a
promising algorithm which results in an increased need
of calculation power and used memory.
Parallel recognizers can be used to improve the recognition rate [6] but definitely increase the needed calculation
power and exceed most cost limitations.

Summary
Several solutions for voice recognition can be found in the
market today. Their number and quality will increase in the
future if car manufacturers plan them as an integral part of
the user interface. Cheaper and more powerful hardware will
allow to realize some of the mentioned approaches for better noise robustness and recognition performance. In the actual situation with strong limitations on memory size and DSP
power, the focus is on small solutions like telephone control
which can be produced with satisfying results for the mass
market now.

Improved Training methods
In general, improved training methods will be made offline
without the restrictions of the embedded target platforms.
This is a good way to minimize the cost for mass-production
and to increase the recognition rate. This methods increase the
recognition rate but cannot substitute good signal processing
and good audio hardware. Some known training methods are:




Corrective and rival training [7] as well as discriminative and robust training [8] can be used to improve noise
robustness.
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